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Abstract

As social media is opening up such as Twitter and Sina Weibo1, large volumes

of short texts are flooding on the Web. The ocean of short texts dilutes the

limited core semantics of event in cyberspace by redundancy, noises and irrele-

vant content on the web, which make it difficult to discover the core semantics

of event. The major challenges include how to efficiently learn the semantic as-

sociation distribution by small-scale association relations and how to maximize

the coverage of the semantic association distribution by the minimum number

of redundancy-free short texts. To solve the above issues, we explore a Markov

random field based method for discovering the core semantics of event. This

method makes semantics collaborative computation for learning association re-

lation distribution and makes information gradient computation for discovering

k redundancy-free texts as the core semantics of event. We evaluate our method

by comparing with two state-of-the-art methods on the TAC dataset and the

microblog dataset. The results show our method outperforms other methods in

extracting core semantics accurately and efficiently. The proposed method can

be applied to short text automatic generation, event discovery and summariza-

tion for big data analysis.
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1. Introduction

With booming social media, the data explosion of microblog on blogosphere

accompanies with hot events. For example, a large volume of microblogs dis-

cussed about “USA Boston Marathon bombing”, “the US surveillance program

PRISM ” and so on. Given the microblogs/short texts 2 about a concrete event,5

information about the event is unevenly distributed on these “event messages”

since some ones might contain much more important and diverse information

(e.g., different event time, locations, participants, processes, and opinions) than

others (e.g., redundancy and noises in short texts). Besides, these short texts

are globally semantic redundant and locally semantic sparse since many short10

texts contain the same content and local ones only focus on one aspect of the

whole event. Understanding the event concisely and thoroughly is impossible

when these redundant short texts may crowd out other ones which contain

important and diverse information. For example, when we query by keyword

“Ebola”, Sina Weibo returns redundant Chinese microblogs about “Ebora of15

salmon” and Twitter returns redundant tweets about “A Italian doctor catches

Ebola” as shown in Fig.1, which crowd out many important microblogs which

discuss about outbreak, spreading and control of event “Ebola”.

Herein, how to automatically discover the core semantics of event from big

social media data is a challenging problem, since it is time-consuming and un-20

practical to manually find out the core semantics of event from big media data.

Existing methods to solve this problem are summarized as follows:

1) Feature-based methods. These methods directly use basic statistic technique

on features including word frequency, title words, cure words which are con-

sidered for selecting sentences as core semantics[1, 2]. Structural features of25

2There is a word limitation of microblog. For example, each tweet in twitter can’t exceed

140 words.
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(a) results returned by Sina Weibo (b) results returned by Twitter

Figure 1: Redundant sentences returned by microblogging services when inputting keyword

query ”Ebola”

discourse are used to identify core semantics by rhetorical structure analy-

sis, pragmatic analysis, lexical chain, latent semantic analysis[3]. Besides,

more features are used in some specified semantics discovery methods whose

features include hashtags, timestamps and emotion labels[4].

2) graph-based methods. These methods construct graph where short texts as30

nodes and text-pairwise relations as edges[5, 6, 7, 8]. Top k short texts are

selected as core semantics by ranking values of graph-based features or values

of Markov random walk on the graph[5, 6, 7, 8]. Besides, such methods can

be extended into conditional random fields which identify core semantics by

labeling sentences, where the sentence label influences the labels of nearby35

sentences[9].

3) clustering-based methods. These methods cluster short texts into different

clusters, and then select some short texts from each cluster to represent the

semantics of the cluster[10, 11, 12]. The clustering methods include hier-

archical clustering, partitional clustering and semantic-based clustering[13].40

Besides, some priori knowledge or constraint conditions in specified domain

are considered in clustering[14, 15].

4) semantic link-based method. Semantic link-based methods have strong abil-
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ities in semantics organization, semantic community discovery and emerging

semantics learning/reasoning[16]. Such methods have been used in semantic45

representation[17], semantic organization[18], semantic interaction [19, 20],

semantic community discovery[21, 22] and semantic linking space for Cyber-

Physical Society[23, 20].

5) other methods. These methods include Bayesian topic model-based methods[24],

Neural Networks-based methods, Decision tree-based methods and so on[25,50

26].

However, these methods have the following limitations:

1) semantic association loss. The graph-based and cluster-based methods often

use vector space model to represent short texts and use vector-based similar-

ity methods. Obviously, these similarity-based methods lost many semantic55

association relations;

2) high computational cost. The time complexity of most the above methods

[5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12], which have to compute text-pairwise similarity, is

O(n2). It is unpractical when the text number is large in big data;

3) redundancy-prone results. The above methods pay less attention on the issue60

of redundancy and result in redundant results since these methods assign

almost the same values to alike short texts.

To solve the above limitations, we propose a Markov random field based

method for discovering the core semantics of event:

1) To avoid semantic association loss, our method makes semantic collaborative65

computation to learn the whole association relation distribution of an event

by small-scale association relations .

2) To reduce computation cost, our method makes probabilistic inference in a

limited keyword association link network, rather than text-pairwise compu-

tation.70

3) To be free of redundancy, our method proposes information gradient compu-

tation by maximizing information gradient of k short texts since information

gradient decreases when redundancy increases.
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Compared with existing methods, the contributions of our method are sum-

marized as follows:75

1) Our method learns association relation distribution by semantic collaborative

computation.

2) Our method is efficient by probabilistic inference on semantic association

link network.

3) Our method obtains redundancy-free core semantics by information gradient80

computation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce

the preliminaries including some basic definitions and problem formal definition.

In Section 3, we propose a framework of Markov random field based method for

discovering the core semantics of event. We construct a Markov random field85

by semantic association collaborative computation, which learns association re-

lation distribution by low-degree relations in Section 4. We propose information

gradient computation to maximize coverage of association distribution by the

minimum number of redundant-free short texts in Section 5. Experimental re-

sults are presented in Section 6. We gives the conclusion and future work in90

Section 7.

2. Preliminary knowledge and problem statement

Before discussing our method, we first introduce some basic concepts which

are thoroughly used in this paper and then propose the problem statement of

this paper.95

2.1. Preliminary knowledge

Semantic representation and inference are two major issues for discovering

the core semantics of event. We introduce two basic models in semantic repre-

sentation and probabilistic inferences.
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Event representation is just as human beings learn concepts from an event100

[17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33], where each concept consists of association rela-

tions. Inspired by [17], we adopt association relations to represent an event as

follows:

Definition 1 (Event Power Serial Representation, E-PSR). E-PSR is rep-

resented as,105

E-PSR = {Φk|0 ≤ k ≤ 2} (1)

Φk = {ϕk,i} (2)

where Φk denotes a k-degree association relation set; ϕk,i = w
(k,i)
0 , w

(k,i)
1 , . . . , w

(k,i)
k−1 →

w
(k,i)
k is a k-degree association relation with support value which is calculated

by,

sup(ϕk,i) =

∑
sl∈e I(w

(k,i)
0 , w

(k,i)
1 , . . . , w

(k,i)
k |sl)∑

sl∈e I(sl|sl)
(3)

where I(A|B) is an indicator function whose value is 1 if A ⊆ B and 0 otherwise;110

e = {sl|1 ≤ l ≤ n} denotes an event which consists of n sentences.

For example, an event contains two short texts, e = {s1, s2}:

s1: That boy stands on the left, whose t-shirt is red.

s2: Two girls stand on the right, whose skirts are also red.

E-PSR of the event e includes association relations as follows:115

Φ0 = {red}; Φ1 = {boy → left, girl → right, boy → t-shirt, girl → skirt}.

E-PSR simply obtains low-degree association relation distribution {Φk|0 ≤

k ≤ 2} rather than the whole association relation distribution {Φk|0 ≤ k},

since how to obtain {Φk|k > 2} is still a unsolved problem. As such, we may

ask the following question: Is the above problem solved by inference based on120

probabilistic model?

Markov random field model(MRF) is an undirected probabilistic graphical

model. We propose event Markov random field for semantic representation and

inference.
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Definition 2 (Event Markov Random Field, E-MRF). E-MRF is repre-125

sented by,

E-MRF =< G,P (X) > (4)

where G =< X,E > is an undirected graph, where X denotes a set of random

variables and E denotes a set of dependence relations between X; P denotes a

joint probability distribution over X, which is calculated by:

P (X) = µ0Πci∈CΨ(Xci) (5)

where ci denotes a maximal clique, which is a full connective sub-graph of G;130

C = {c1, c2, . . .} denotes a maximal clique set; Xci is a maximal clique variable of

ci; Ψ(Xci) is a non-negative potential function over Xci ; µ0 = 1∑
x

∏
xci∈C

Ψ(xci
)

is a normalization factor.

Besides, the E-MRF has strong scalability to satisfy different applications

since the potential functions Ψ(xci) of E-MRF can be defined flexibly to generate135

different P (X).

If P (X) is known, the support value of a k-degree association relation

ϕk,i (k > 2) is inferred by,

P (ϕk,i) = ΣxP (x)I(ϕk,i|x) (6)

where I(ϕk,i|x) is an indicator function whose value is 1 if x is consistent

with ϕk,i and 0 otherwise; x is consistent with ϕk,i if x
(w

(k,i)
wt

)
= 1, (w

(k,i)
wt ∈140

ϕk,i, x
(w

(k,i)
wt

)
∈ x).

2.2. Problem statement

In this paper, our task is to learn association relation distribution of an event

and to cover the distribution by k sentences as the core semantics of event. The

k sentences which can cover the association relation distribution of an event is145

the core semantics of event.

Supposing an event e = {sl|1 ≤ l ≤ n}, consists of n sentences, such as

microblogs, tweets or comments, the k sentences discovered from e should satisfy

the following properties:
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1) Priority for sentence with frequently discussed content, since such sentences150

include more core association relations.

2) Priority for sentence with new content, since such sentences provide user

with more information about the event.

Definition 3 (information gradient of k-sentences, IG(Sk)). IG(Sk) re-

flects how frequent and how novel the content of k sentences is in an event, which155

is calculated by,

IG(Sk) = IG(Sk−1) + IG(s(k)|Sk−1) (7)

where Sk = {s(l)|1 ≤ l ≤ k} denotes a set of k sentences; s(l) denotes the lth

sentence; IG(s(k)|Sk−1) denotes conditional information gradient of the sentence

s(k) conditioned on Sk−1.

IG(s(k)|Sk−1) is approximated 0 when s(k) provides no novel or indifferent160

content conditioned on Sk−1.

IG(s(k)|Sk−1) ≈ 0 if IG(Sk)− IG(Sk−1) ≈ 0 (8)

To satisfy above properties, the core semantic of event is defined as,

Definition 4 (Core Semantics of Event, CS(e)). the core semantic of event

is obtained by maximizing information gradient of k sentences,

CS(e) = arg max
|Sk|=k

IG(Sk) (9)

We list the notations of the above definitions in table 1, which are thoroughly165

used in this paper.

3. Proposed method

To solve the problem defined in equation 9, a framework of Markov random

field based method for discovering core semantics is shown in Fig.2. In the

following, we introduce the whole framework by 4 steps. 1st and 2nd steps170

mainly obtain short texts for each event. The most adopted algorithms to obtain
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Table 1: Notations used in the paper

Symbols Description

ϕk,i ϕk,i = w
(k,i)
0 , w

(k,i)
1 , . . . , w

(k,i)
k−1

→ w
(k,i)
k

is a k-degree association relation

Φk Φk = {ϕk,i|i < |Φk|} denotes a k-degree association relation set

E-PSR E-PSR = {Φk|0 ≤ k ≤ 2} is a set of association relations set

X X = {Xwi |0 ≤ i ≤ |X|} denotes a random variable set

G =< X,E > G =< X,E > is an undirected graph, where E denotes dependence of X

ci ci is a maximal clique which is a full connective sub-graph of G

C C = ci is a set of maximal cliques

Xci a maximal clique random variable of ci

Ψ(Xci ) a non-negative potential function over Xci

µi a parameters of Markov random field

P (X) joint probability of X

X̂ X̂ is a sub-set of variables X

P (X̂) marginal probability of X̂ compared with joint probability P (X)

E-MRF E-MRF =< G,P (X) > denotes an event Markov random model

IG(Sk) information gradient of Sk = {s(l)|1 ≤ l < k}

IG(s(k)|Sk−1) conditional information gradient of a sentence s(k) conditioned on Sk−1

Figure 2: A framework of Markov random field based method for discovering the core seman-

tics of event
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these short texts are: 1) query based algorithms, users query some keywords

to get related sentences of an event; 2) event detection or clustering based

algorithms, such algorithms discover sentences which belong to different events

[34, 35, 36]. To ensure the data is valid, we apply the state-of-the-art event175

discovery methods to reduce the possible negative effects on core semantics

discovery [37, 38, 39, 40]. Besides, association relation based representation

in our model can further reduces these adverse effects caused by noise and

irrelevant short texts. 1st and 2nd steps are not the focus of this paper.

We mainly focus on 3th-4th steps for discovering core semantics of an event.180

Obtaining semantic association relation distribution is a basic issue for core

semantics discovery. Our Markov random field based method collaborates with

power serial representation model to learn the association relation distribution

of an event. 3th step gives semantic collaborative computation between E-MRF

and E-PSR, which mutually benefits each other: E-PSR reduces computational185

cost of construction of E-MRF by low-degree association relations{Φk|0 ≤ k ≤

2}; E-MRF extends E-PSR with inference ability on high-degree association

relation{Φk|k > 2}.

Although, the above method has built a probabilistic graphic model which

has strong abilities in semantic representation and inference, it assigns alike sen-190

tences similar probability values no matter how redundant they are. Obviously,

such method is redundancy-prone.

To obtain redundancy-free results, 4th step makes information gradient com-

putation, which assigns redundant sentences with lower conditional information

gradient by equation 8 since these redundant sentences contain little novel con-195

tent. If k sentences can maximize information gradient defined in equation 9,

the k sentences are the core semantics of event which maximally covers the

association relation distribution.
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4. Semantic collaborative computation

To learn an E-MRF model and make semantic inference thereafter, we col-200

laborates E-MRF with E-PSR because: 1) semantic association consistence. E-

MRF keeps association consistence with E-PSR by association relations which

cover almost 90% semantic association [17]; 2) learning efficiency improvement.

E-PSR reduces the graphic scale of E-MRF with smaller and sparser associa-

tion relations {Φk|0 ≤ k ≤ 2} which cause efficient probabilistic inference on205

E-MRF.

4.1. Collaborative computation of E-MRF with E-PSR

E-MRF is an undirected probabilistic graphic model and E-PSR is an asso-

ciation relation set. Structural consistence and association consistence between

E-MRF and E-PSR are critical issues for learning association relation distribu-210

tion. To guarantee these consistences, we collaborate E-MRF with E-PSR by

structural collaborative computation and potential value collaborative compu-

tation.

4.1.1. Structural collaborative computation

Structural collaborative computation mainly solves issues: 1) how dose E-215

PSR form graphic structure of E-MRF; 2) what’s the parameter structure

of E-MRF formed by E-PSR. Referred to a factor graph theory [41], given

E-PSR={Φk|0 ≤ k ≤ 2}, we solve the above issues by 1st-4th steps. For 1),

we form an undirected graph structure by 1st-2nd steps; For 2), we form the

parameter structure by 3th-4th steps.220

step 1. add a variable Xwi
in E-MRF, only if keywords wi currents in E-PSR;

step 2. linkXwi andXwj in E-MRF, only if wi and wj co-occur in an association

relations in E-PSR;

step 3. map each association relation into a maximal clique, only if the keywords

in association relations are contained by the maximal clique;225
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step 4. set the parameter structure for each maximal clique variable by,

ΨXci
= Πϕi∈{Φk|0≤k≤2}µ

I(Xci
|ϕi)

i (10)

where Xci denotes a maximal clique variable; µi is a parameter of an association

relation ϕi in E-PSR; I(Xci |ϕi) is an indicator function whose outcome is 1

when association relation ϕi is consistent with the maximal clique variable Xci ,

0 otherwise.230

According to 1st-4th steps, we propose a structural collaborative algorithm

1.

Algorithm 1 structural collaborative algorithm

Input: an event, e = {sl|1 ≤ l < n}

Output: a graphic structure G =< X,E > and a parameter structure {ΨXci
}

of E-MRF

1. mine E-PSR by algorithm [17]

2. form G =< X,E > by 1st-2nd steps

3. form {ΨXci
} by 3th-4th steps

4. return G =< X,E > and {ΨXci
}

4.1.2. Potential value collaborative computation

To guarantee semantic association consistence between E-PSR and E-MRF,

we propose potential value collaborative computation which learns potential val-235

ues of E-MRF from E-PSR. It is easily found that sup(ϕk,i) defined in equation

3 is unbiased estimation of marginal probability P (ϕk,i) defined in equation 6

by,

|ΣxP (x)I(ϕk,i|x)− sup(ϕk,i)| < ε (11)

where sup(ϕk,i) denotes the support value of ϕk,i.

The parameter µi defined in equation 10 should satisfies equation 11. Using240

local item sets to construct a MRF model is first proposed by Pavlov [42],
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we adopted an iterative scaling (IS) algorithm [43, 44, 45] to learn parameters

{µi|0 ≤ i ≤ |E-PSR|} by,

µt+1
0 = µt

0 ×
1− sup(ϕi)

1− P t(ϕi)
(12)

µt+1
i = µt

i ×
sup(ϕi)× (1− P t(ϕi))

P t(ϕi)× (1− sup(ϕi))
(0 < i) (13)

Herein, we propose a potential value collaborative algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 potential value collaborative algorithm

Input: G =< N,E > and {ΨXci
} and E-PSR

Output: parameter values {µi|0 ≤ i ≤ |E-PSR|} of E-MRF

1. while (Not all support values satisfy equation 11)

2. for (i over constrains)

3. update µt+1
0 by equation 12

4. update µt+1
i by equation 13

5. return {µi|0 ≤ i ≤ |E-PSR|}

245

4.2. Basic semantic computation in E-MRF

Given E-MRF =< G,P (X) > learned by algorithm 1-2, we had obtain the

joint probability distribution of X since we calculate probability of sub-variables

X̂ by,

P (X̂) = ΣxP (x)I(X̂|x) (14)

where X̂ is a subset of random variables x; I(X̂|x) is an indicator function with250

outcome 1 when X̂ is consistent with x, 0 otherwise.

Based on equation 14, we make some basic semantic computations. For

example, we can calculate how frequently a sentence is discussed by,

P (si) = ΣxP (x)I(si|x) (15)

where I(si|x) is an indicator function with outcome 1 when si is consistent with

x, 0 otherwise.255
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A common issue among equations 11-15 is to calculate the marginal prob-

ability of E-MRF. Junction tree algorithm is a general probabilistic inference

framework for calculating joint probability, marginal probability and condition

probability [46] by decomposing a global joint probability computation into a

linked set of local computations. Referring to [46], we adopt the junction tree260

algorithm to calculate marginal probability.

If a sentence with higher frequency is selected as core semantics by equation

15, large number of alike sentences will be selected as well since their similar

contents and thus result in undesirable redundancy.

5. Information gradient of k-sentences265

Redundancy conflicts with cognitive psychology [47], since undue redun-

dancy has limited effect on memory activity. For human beings, repeated mem-

orizing a word or sentence content has limited effect in human memory process

as shown in Fig.3. Fig.3(a) shows that memory activity value changes with rep-

etition. The memory activity significantly increases with increasing repetition270

before about 23 times and then gets stable thereafter. Fig.3(b) shows that gra-

dient of the memory activity changes with increasing repetition. The memory

gradient gradually decreases into 0 when the repetition increases.

5.1. The computation of information gradient

Inspired by memory activity lines in Fig.3, we propose information gradient275

which decreases as redundancy increase as follows.

Definition 5 (Information Gradient of Association Relation,IGt(ϕi)).

IGt(ϕi) reflects the amount of association information in ϕi when it is described

at tth time

IGt(ϕi) =

 1− EXP (−λi × tα), t = 1;

EXP (λi × (tα − (t− 1)α)), t > 1.
(16)

280

t = Σs(l)∈Sk−1
I(ϕi|s(l)) (17)
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Figure 3: memory activity trend line changes with repetition

where IGt(ϕi) → [0, 1]; I(ϕi|s(l)) is an indicator function, whose outcome is 1

when ϕi is consistent with s(l); t is the repetition of ϕi described by Sk−1 =

{s(l)|1 ≤ l < k − 1}; λi is a decay rate of ϕi.

From equation 16-17, we know that IGt(ϕi) value is conditioned on repetition

t of ϕi, which has the following properties by following lemmas:285

Lemma 6. IGt(ϕi) gradually decreases with t increases.

IGt(ϕi) > IGt+1(ϕi) (18)

Proof. Suppose σ = IGt(ϕi)− IGt+1(ϕi) and ρ(t) = EXP (−λ× tα)

Then,

σ = 2× EXP (−λ× tα)− EXP (−λ× (t− 1)α)− EXP (−λ× (t+ 1)α)

σ = 2× ρ(t)− ρ(t− 1)− ρ(t+ 1)290

since ρ(x) = EXP (−λ× tα) is a concave function, σ < 0 and therefore lemma

6 is proofed.

Lemma 7. IGt(ϕi) decreases more sharply with t increases.

Suppose F (x) = ΣxIGx(ϕi) = 1− EXP (−λ× xα) and t2 > t1

(F (t2 + h)− F (t2))/(h× (F (∝)− F (t2))) > (F (t1 + h)− F (t1))/(h× (F (∝)− F (t1))) (19)
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Proof. Suppose σ(t, h) = (F (t+ h)− F (t))/(F (∝)− F (t)) then,295

lim
h→0

σ(x, h)/h = λ× xα

σ = 2× ρ(t)− ρ(t− 1)− ρ(t+ 1)

since ρ(x) = EXP (−λ× tα) is a monotone increasing function,

σ(t2, h)/h > σ(t1, h)/h when t2 > t1 and lemma 7 is proofed

From lemma 6-7, we know that IGt(ϕi) is higher when the association rela-300

tion ϕi is first described. IGt(ϕi) gradually decreases with increasing redundant

contents of sentences. IGt(ϕi) denotes the amount of association information of

ϕi at t
th time. What’s influence of IGt(ϕi) on association relation distribution

of an event? IGt(ϕi) launches its influence on the potential function due by,

ΨSk−1
(Xci) = Πϕi∈Φk≤2

(µi × IGt(ϕi))
I(Xc2 |ϕi) (20)

305

t = Σs(l)∈Sk−1
I(ϕi|s(l)) (21)

Compared equation 20 with equation 10, it is found that IGt(ϕi) exerts influence

on parameters µi in equation 20.

Supposing Sk−1 = {sl|1 ≤ l ≤ k − 1} has described the association relation

distribution before adding s(k), the association relation distribution is calculated

by,310

PSk−1
(X) = µ0Πci∈CΨSk−1

(Xci) (22)

where ΨSk−1
(Xci) is refereed by equation 20.

5.2. The maximization of information gradient

Referred as equation 22 and equation 9, IG(s(k)|Sk−1) is calculated by,

IG(s(k)|Sk−1) = ΣxPSk−1
(x)I(s(k)|x) (23)

where PSk−1
(x) denotes a joint probability distribution of x before adding s(k);

I(s(k)|x) is an indicator function, whose outcome is 1 when x is consistent with315

s(k), 0 otherwise.
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Lemma 8. IG(s(i)|S
′′
) ≥ IG(s(i)|S

′
) if S

′′ ⊆ S
′

Proof. IG(s(k)|S
′
) = PS′ (X)I(s(k)|x)

IG(s(k)|S
′′
) = PS′′ (X)I(s(k)|x)

According lemma 6, IG
ts

′′ (ϕi) ≥ IG
ts

′ (ϕi), since ts
′′

< ts
′

320

so IG(s(i)|S
′′
) ≥ IG(s(i)|S

′
), lemma 8 is proofed.

Referred as equation 9 in problem definition, the core semantics of event is

obtained by maximizing information gradient of k sentences is calculated by,

CS(e) = arg max
|Sk|=k

IG(Sk) (24)

whereG(Sk) = IG(Sk−1)+IG(s(k)|Sk−1); IG(s(k)|Sk−1) = ΣxPSk−1
(x)I(s(k)|x)

If IG(Sk) satisfies lemma 8, then IG(S) is a submodular function [48]. For325

a submodular function, it has been proofed that the CELF method can obtain

a near-optimal solution for maximizing information gradient of k sentences [48].

The equation 24 is maximized by the algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 a solution for information gradient maximization

Input: an event e = {sl|1 ≤ l < n}

Output: CS(e)

1. while (sizeOf(CS(e)) ≤ k)

2. s(k) = argmax
si

IG(si|MAX Sk)

3. CS(e) = CS(e) ∪ s(k)

4. return CS(e)

6. Experiments

In this section, we conduct some experiments to validate the correctness of330

our method.
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6.1. Datasets and evaluation measurement

To evaluate our method, we use TAC2008-TAC20103 as dataset 1 and real-

world microblog data crawled from Sina Weibo as dataset 2. Table 2 gives some

statistics about the dataset 1 and dataset 2.335

1) Dataset 1 includes 138 topics where each topic has a topic statement (title

and narrative) and 20 relevant documents which have been divided into 2

sets: document set A and document set B. In this paper, we use set A in

our experiments, where each topic has average 262 sentences and 4 manually

generated summaries with 100-word length respectively.340

2) Dataset 2 includes 20 events with total 725300 microblogs. For each event,

we crawl microblogs in 30 days since its beginning timestamp. Besides we

also collect the titles of news about these events from Baidu news4 in the

same period. More details are shown in Table 3

Table 2: Description of datasets

Dataset source
Dataset 1 Dataset 2

TAC2008-TAC2010 microblogs

Total # topics/event 138 20

Avg.# sentences in a topic 262 36255

Avg.# keywords 840 21367

Total # sentences 128414 725300

Baseline methods345

We compare our methods with following state-of-the-art methods:

1) Cluster-based Conditional Markov random Walk Model (ClusterCMRW) [7]:

it clusters sentences first and then ranks sentences in each clustering.

2) Cluster-based HITS Model (ClusterHITS) [7]: it clusters sentences first and

then regards each clustering as hub and each sentence as authority. It uses350

hub value to rank clusters and use the authority value to rank sentences.

3http://www.nist.gov/tac/data/index.html
4http://news.baidu.com
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Table 3: Description of microblog dataset in Sina Weibo

Event Beginning

Timestamp

#microblogs #Title of

Baidu News

The crisis in the Korean Peninsula 2013-03-08 105150 7288

USA Boston Marathon bombing 2013-04-15 42987 4531

the US surveillance program

PRISM

2013-08-22 31939 2912

The crisis in Syria 2013-09-05 84172 9875

China’s declaration of an air de-

fense zone

2013-11-23 40414 3280

China’s first moon rover, Yutu, or

Jade Rabbit

2013-12-02 20621 1078

The crisis in Ukraine 2014-02-22 13317 3149

Malaysia Airline’s flight 370 disap-

peared

2014-03-08 62126 10368

Declaration of independence of Au-

tonomous Republic of Crimea

2014-03-16 72079 5314

Sunflower Student Movement in

Taiwan

2014-03-18 2358 153

South Korea’s ferry accident 2014-04-16 34388 2172

981 drilling platform 2014-05-27 2552 257

Establishment of Shanghai Pilot

Free Trade Zone

2013-09-30 1562 819

2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil 2014-06-13 128472 22206

Islamic State in Iraq and Syria 2014-06-29 4612 2037

The crash of Malaysia Airline’s

Boeing-777

2014-07-17 16248 2591

Scottish referendum 2014-08-05 1681 234

WHO issued that Ebola became

an international public health emer-

gency

2014-08-08 7533 4332

Taiwan gutter oil scandal 2014-09-04 12692 1457

Alibaba will begin I.P.O. Process in

U.S.

2014-09-09 40399 4721

North Korean government an-

nounced the withdrawal of nonag-

gression treaty with South Korea

2013-03-08 105150 7288
19



Evaluate measurement

We use a widely used evaluation toolkit ROUGE [49] for evaluation. It measures

summaries by counting the overlaps between the system generated summaries

and human-written summaries as reference summaries. We mainly use ROUGE-355

1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 in our experiments.

ROUGE-N is calculated as follows:

ROUGE-n =
Σs∈refΣn-gram∈sI(n-gram|ref, gen)
Σs∈refΣn-gram∈sI(n-gram|ref)

(25)

Where n denotes word length of n-gram; I(n-gram|ref, gen) is an indicator

function whose values is 1 when n-gram in the generated summary and reference360

summaries; I(n-gram|ref) outcomes 1 when n-gram in reference summaries.

ROUGE-SU4 is calculated as follows:

ROUGE-SU4 =
Σs∈ref (Σskip2-gram∈sI(skip2-gram|ref, gen) + Σ1-gram∈sI(1-gram|ref, gen))

Σs∈refΣskip2-gram∈sI(skip2-gram|ref) + Σ1-gram∈SI(1-gram|ref))
(26)

Where S4 denotes skip-bigram of any word pair in sentences whose word distance

is at most 4; U denotes unigram.365

6.2. Experimental setup

For evaluation of our method, we use dataset 1 and dataset 2 to conduct

the experiments. The sentences in dataset 1 and dataset 2 are tokenized and

stemmed by Stanford parser tools5. Our method for discovering core semantics

is conducted as follows:370

1) To obtain distribution of association semantics and enable semantics infer-

ence by low-degree association relations, we construct E-MRF model by a

graph structure algorithm 1 and a potential value collaborative algorithm 2

in section 4.

2) To solve problem of maximizing information gradient, we select k sentence375

as the core semantics of event by algorithm 3 in section 5.
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Figure 4: 10 sentences as the core semantics of event “The US surveillance program PRISM”
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Figure 5: The normalized information gradient of kth sentence (k ≤ 30)
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Fig.4 shows the results chronologically, the 10 sentences are selected from

31939 microblogs in event “The US surveillance program PRISM” from Sina

Weibo. These 10 sentences mainly discuss different aspects of the event: s1

answers which companies involving the surveillance program: “Google, Face-380

book, Microsoft, Apple”; s2 is about “USA National Security Bureau monitors

China network by the Cisco router”; s3 answers “Why European countries refuse

Huawei and ZTE to participate in communication network construction”; s4 is

about “Besides Cisco, 3 other surveillance projects are in china”; s5 is about

“Since British Intelligence Agency monitors foreign official telephone and com-385

puter, Russia and Turkey asked British to give explanation”; s6 is about “Prism

promoted information equipment localization”; s7 is about “network security re-

ceived increasing attention after Prism”; s8-s10 mainly about “the whereabouts

of Snowden”.

Dividing information gradient by the maximum value, we normalizes the390

information gradient. Fig.5 shows the normalized information gradient of kth

sentence(1 ≤ k ≤ 30). It shows that the value of information gradient decreases

from 1 to a stable value which is approaching to 0. As more sentences are

selected as core semantics of an event, the incoming sentence contains lower

information gradient since most semantic association relations of the event have395

been described. The most of semantic association is covered by the first 15

sentences and the information gradient of remains sentences is extremely weak.

6.3. Experimental results

To evaluate our method on dataset 1, we compare our method with two base-

line methods under three measurements as described in section6.1.We extract k400

sentences (1 ≤ k ≤ 15) from each topic by our method and other two baseline

methods. Table 4 compares the three methods by ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and

ROUGE-SU4 under k sentences. Table 4 shows that our method always outper-

forms other two baseline methods on ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4

5http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parse.shtml
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Figure 6: ROUGE-1,ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 between ClusterHITS, ClusterCMRW and

Our method in dataset 1
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Table 4: Comparison of different core semantics discovery methods on dataset 1

Evaluate measurement ClusterCMRW ClusterHITS Our method Sig.

Rouge-1

2 0.3159 0.2773 0.4582 0.00

4 0.3918 0.3842 0.5653 0.00

6 0.4516 0.4505 0.6252 0.00

8 0.4941 0.4994 0.6701 0.01

10 0.5373 0.5486 0.6986 0.00

12 0.5700 0.5820 0.7218 0.00

14 0.5879 0.6033 0.7427 0.00

Rouge-2

2 0.0671 0.0489 0.1401 0.01

4 0.0910 0.0794 0.2267 0.00

6 0.1104 0.0998 0.2844 0.00

8 0.1269 0.1323 0.3304 0.00

10 0.1453 0.1481 0.3814 0.00

12 0.1645 0.1629 0.4205 0.00

14 0.1801 0.1828 0.4656 0.00

Rouge-SU4

2 0.1181 0.1181 0.2304 0.01

4 0.1602 0.1602 0.2752 0.00

6 0.1804 0.1804 0.3048 0.00

8 0.2103 0.2103 0.3261 0.00

10 0.2248 0.2248 0.3421 0.00

12 0.2388 0.2388 0.3500 0.00

14 0.2533 0.2533 0.3658 0.00
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with significant value (sig. ≤ 0.01). Besides, Fig. 6 gives a comparison of405

average values of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-SU4 between ClusterCMRW,

ClusterHITS and Our Method. The results show that our method has obviously

higher values on ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4.

The microblog data in dataset 2 has no standard reference data. To validate

the efficiency of our method, we collected headlines of Baidu news in the same410

periods as reference data of dataset 2 since the headlines are condensed for the

news. We expect that the core semantics of an event should be contained by

these news titles. To verify our method is efficient on dataset 2, we conduct

experiments as follows: For each event in dataset 2, we extract k sentences

(0 < k ≤ 30) from each event by our method and two other baseline meth-415

ods respectively. For each event, we use the title of Baidu news of this event

as reference data. We calculate gram-1, gram-2 and gram-SU4 by comparing

machine generated sentences with title of Baidu news for each event. We com-

pare our method with two baseline methods under ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and

ROUGE-SU4 before 14 sentences in table 5. The results show that our method420

significantly preforms better than other baseline methods with significant value

(sig. ≤ 0.01).

Fig.7 shows the comparison of our method with other baseline methods on

ROUGE-1,ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4. We compare these methods under k

sentences (0 < k ≤ 30). It shows that our method obtain higher ROUG-1,425

ROUG-4 value than other methods do before 23 sentences; after 23 such advan-

tages get week. Such phenomenon is caused by that the core semantics of these

events have been coved by the 23 sentences and that adding new sentences dose

not increase information gradient. However, our method has higher ROUGE-

2 than other two methods. From the above analysis, we can verify that our430

method performs better for discovering the core semantics of event.
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Table 5: Comparison of different core semantics discovery methods on dataset2

Evaluate measurement ClusterCMRW ClusterHITS Our method Sig.

Rouge-1

2 0.06994 0.08817 0.15833 0.00

4 0.08987 0.14667 0.17528 0.00

6 0.13014 0.16765 0.22743 0.00

8 0.18694 0.22742 0.22340 0.00

10 0.18991 0.23124 0.26261 0.00

12 0.24205 0.23802 0.29207 0.00

14 0.25265 0.25159 0.30161 0.01

Rouge-2

2 0.00128 0.00180 0.00385 0.01

4 0.00333 0.003078 0.00487 0.00

6 0.00487 0.004104 0.00590 0.00

8 0.00590 0.004360 0.00795 0.00

10 0.00641 0.00693 0.00821 0.00

12 0.00667 0.00821 0.00923 0.00

14 0.00769 0.00821 0.01231 0.00

Rouge-SU4

2 0.03189 0.03945 0.06954 0.01

4 0.04134 0.06548 0.07800 0.00

6 0.05927 0.07476 0.10097 0.00

8 0.08413 0.09908 0.10142 0.00

10 0.08539 0.10404 0.11665 0.00

12 0.10809 0.10773 0.12998 0.00

14 0.11304 0.11638 0.13502 0.00
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Figure 7: ROUGE-1,ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 between ClusterHITS, ClusterCMRW and

Our method in dataset 2
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7. Conclusion and future work

With widely use of open social media such as Twitter and Sina Weibo, the oc-

currence of a real-world hot event often causes large volumes of user-contributed

“event messages” which contain different aspects of the event. Discovering the435

core semantics of event becomes a challenging problem since the core semantics

of an event has been flooded by volumes of short texts which contain redun-

dancy, noise and irrelevant content. The major challenges include:

1) how to learn association relations distribution by small-scale association re-

lations;440

2) how to maximize coverage of association relation distribution by the mini-

mum number of short texts.

To solve the above challenging issues, the Markov random field based method

extracts k sentences as the core semantics of event by,

1) semantic collaborative computation between event Markov random field and445

event power serial representation, which obtains association distribution by

small scale association relations efficiently.

2) information gradient computation for maximizing information gradient of k

sentences, which generates redundancy-free results by maximizing informa-

tion gradient with the minimum number of short texts.450

To evaluate our method, we compare our method with other state-of-the-

art methods on TAC standard dataset and a large scale microblog dataset.

The results show that our method outperforms other two baseline methods in

discovering the core semantics of event.

Some users may consider how to organize these extracted short texts in455

semantic coherent way and others may focus on what’s the influence of other

factors for discovering core semantics, such as temporal factor, user information

and so on. We plan to explore these problems in future work.
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